
  
 
HyTech Professionals named Microsoft Gold Certified Partner 
 
Signaling the coming of age for a formidable independent software 
vendor with global reach. 
 
Nashua, New Hampshire (July 8, 2008) HyTech Professionals is pleased to announce its 
selection by Microsoft as a Microsoft Gold Certified Partner.  This accomplishment caps a 12-
month run of organic growth and new business gains in every one of five Programming 
Excellence Centers worldwide.  The employee-owned HyTech has seen its optimism 
completely justified by the exemplary performance and realized value of applications 
fashioned and deployed for the most demanding of American and European clients. 
 
In simple mid-day ceremonies today marking the official award as Gold Certified Partner, 
President Neeraj Varshney pronounced himself eminently gratified both by the recognition 
and the esprit d’ corps that had gone into winning the appointment: “Buoyed by support from 
management, our systems engineers invested a great deal of their time to try and make 
Microsoft Gold Certified Professional status.  And I’m especially proud of all the Microsoft 
solutions teams here and abroad for pulling together to make the accreditation happen.”   
 
To qualify for this coveted designation, Hytech Professionals underwent months of arduous 
scrutiny by Microsoft.  The company had to show consistently superior results on key 
technologies supported by the software giant.  Clients also needed to attest to technical 
excellence in critical new technologies that included Microsoft Office SharePoint Server, 
Commerce Server, Windows Mobile, and being able to specialize in the mission-critical 
requirements of small business as well. 
 
Mr. Damnish Kumar, Chief Technology Officer at www.hytechpro.com said, “We continue our 
excellence with one milestone at a time towards ensuring customer satisfaction and 
technology excellence.” 
 
“It’s especially important for Hytech Professionals customers to notice that we have been 
awarded Microsoft Solutions Competencies in multiple areas including SOA and Business 
Process Competency, Mobility Solutions, Data Management Solutions and Business 
Intelligence Solutions.” Said Mr. Kumar 
 
 
About HyTech Professionals 

HyTech Professionals is a leader in the global independent software developer industry. It 
has been named among the top three “Exciting Emerging Companies to Work For” by India’s 
NASSCOM.  Offering independent software design and implementation to businesses and 
organizations of all sizes, HyTech Professionals is also among the very few companies of its 
kind operating in an ISO 9001:2000 quality managed environment. Five global locations, 
provide robust Web 2.0 applications, local industry insight, tight lead times and cost-effective 
services to some of the emerging and known companies in the technology startup, financial 
services, retail, transport services, gaming, e-commerce, and health care sectors. 
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